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Jounce Media is the industry leader in 

programmatic supply chain management and is 

trusted by the world's largest marketers, media 

companies, and advertising technology platforms 

to enable high efficiency programmatic trades.

In this whitepaper, we introduce a framework that 

abstracts away ad tech details and enables media 

buyers to focus on making strategic business 

choices about programmatic investments. We also 

introduce how we partner with EMX to make it 

easy for any buyer in any DSP to target premium 

supply chains.
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SPO Segments
Simplifying Marketer SPO Choices

A marketer-friendly approach to supply path optimization allows media buying teams 

to make a small number of business decisions and then activate those decisions at 

internet scale. In particular, we think marketers need to be armed with data that 

reliably assesses supply chain directness and media quality:

Supply Chain Directness

A long supply chain requires the marketer to submit a higher gross bid to produce a 

winning net payout to the publisher. All things equal, media buyers should avoid this 

path:

In favor of this one:

We call that first supply chain Multi-Hop Reselling. In addition to excess fees, these 

long supply chains also introduce unnecessary technical handoffs, creating risk that 

the marketer’s bid is not even considered by the publisher.

There is no long term role for Multi-Hop Reselling in the programmatic supply chain1

and yet multi-hop paths currently exists across most websites, mobile apps, and CTV 

apps. The first step in any supply path optimization initiative should be eliminating 

these unnecessarily long supply chains.
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1: The Marketer’s Guide To Programmatic Reselling, Jounce Media, 2022

https://jouncemedia.com/blog/2022/5/17/the-marketers-guide-to-programmatic-reselling
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Media Quality

Optimizing for directness is necessary, but insufficient. Many programmatic supply 

chains create maximally direct access to low quality inventory.

And so if a bid request does represent the most direct route to an impression, the 

marketer’s next question should be “does this impression pass the screenshot test?” 

The screenshot test is a mental shortcut for assessing the quality of an ad 

opportunity. Simply put, has any agency ever included a screenshot of this ad 

placement in a campaign wrap report?

Impressions can fail the screenshot test in two ways:

1. Cheap Reach: The ad placement is outside primary content, requiring unusual 

user behavior to be seen.

2. Made For Advertising: The ad placement is in view, but is part of a user-hostile 

experience.

Intuition would say that impressions that fail the screenshot test should also 

demonstrate poor media quality metrics like ad viewability and video completion 

rates. We call this intuitive case Cheap Reach – the lowest quality impressions on the 

internet. Cheap Reach inventory tends to be:

• Outsourced by the publisher to an intermediary

• Co-present on the same page as other high quality impressions

Large volumes of bid requests on properties operated by Disney, McClatchy, 

NBCUniversal, Vice, Warner Media, Ziff Davis, and many other premium publishers 

do not lead to publisher-controlled auctions. Instead those auctions lead to low quality 

ad units that the publisher has outsourced to a monetization partner.
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Cheap Reach placements are commonly executed by rendering auto-refreshing 

display ads in the comments section of article pages and injecting auto-playing videos 

into content recommendations widgets:

Media metrics clearly demonstrate the poor quality of Cheap Reach placements. 

Across the full supply landscape, 91% of Cheap Reach display impressions and 95% 

of Cheap Reach video impression fail the MRC’s viewability standards. But these low 

quality placements almost always co-exist with other high quality placements on 

premium publisher pages, making them hard to avoid.

Marketers would be highly unlikely to block properties controlled by the premium 

publishers we mentioned on the prior page. But bidding into the open auction on 

these properties means buying a blend of high quality publisher-controlled inventory 

and low quality intermediary-controlled inventory.

Auto-refresh

display ad

Auto-play

video ad
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An even bigger quality control challenge for media buyers is inventory that fails the 

screenshot test and yet manages to exhibit attractive media metrics. We call this 

segment of supply Made For Advertising inventory – media properties that are built to 

deliver superficial marketing success metrics with no consideration for user 

experience. Consider this representative example:

Made For Advertising inventory meets three criteria:

• Little-to-no organic audience and a high dependence on traffic sourced from 

clickbait ads that run on social networks and content recommendations platforms.

• Aggressive monetization practices driven by a combination of high ad load and 

rapid auto-refreshing placements.

• High viewability and high video completion rates, but no proven ability to drive real 

business outcomes for marketers.

Responsible media buyers should optimize for both directness and quality, blocking 

Multi-Hop Reselling, Cheap Reach placements, and Made For Advertising publishers.
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Jounce-Certified Supply Chains

Jounce-certified supply chains represents the very best of the open internet –

maximally direct paths to websites, mobile apps, and CTV apps that produce 

consumer-first advertising experiences. 

These supply chains meets three criteria that are not currently well handled by 

industry minimum standards:

1. Transparent: Jounce-certified supply chains are always fully transparent, 

enabling media buyers to audit the full chain of payment from DSP to publisher.

2. Direct: Jounce-certified supply chains provide the most direct possible route to 

inventory, minimizing the fees extracted by ad tech platforms and minimizing 

the risk of technical breakage.

3. Screenshot-Worthy: Jounce-certified supply chains always lead to inventory 

that passes the screenshot test. Media buyers can confidently highlight 

placement-level reporting and associated screenshots to marketers.

Every day, we re-audit the entire supply landscape – over 100 million active RTB 

supply chains spanning 1,000,000 websites, 500,000 mobile apps, and 50,000 CTV 

apps. We then label each supply chain as one of: Multi-Hop Reselling, Cheap Reach, 

Made For Advertising, and Jounce-Certified.
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As of October 2022, just 36% of RTB auctions meet our certification standard:

Mix Of Bid Requests Available To DSP Buyers

Jounce-Certified Multi-Hop Reselling

Made For Advertising Cheap Reach

The chart above quantifies the mix of supply as measured by bid request volume and 

reflects the natural distribution of DSP spend. Without rigorous controls, 

programmatic buyers purchase a blend of premium and sub-premium supply. So 

does your DSP offer rigorous controls? Here are three questions you should be 

asking:

• How can we deploy investments to a premium publisher without also buying that 

publisher’s comments section and content recommendation widget?

• How can we maintain an evergreen list of Made For Advertising properties that 

currently pass pre-bid fraud, brand safety, and viewability filters?

• How can we block resold auctions that the publisher’s ads.txt or app-ads.txt file 

incorrectly declares as direct?
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Very few DSPs will have satisfactory answers to these questions. More generally, 

most DSPs offer no simple solution for enforcing rigorous supply chain standards. But 

through our partnership with EMX, we make this curation process easy.

EMX’s supply composition already over-indexes for Jounce-certified supply:

EMX Premium Private Marketplaces exclusively include Jounce-certified supply 

chains. With a single deal ID, any buyer in any DSP can target the very best of the 

open internet.

Reach out to your EMX account manager or email contact@emxdigital.com for step-

by-step instructions for activating Jounce-Certified supply chains.

Share Of Bid Requests

That Meet Jounce’s Certification Standards

mailto:contact@emxdigital.com
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EMX is a leading end-to-end programmatic

technology group focused on the planning,

buying, and measurement of CTV and

omnichannel media. As a premium global

direct to publisher supply side platform

(SSP), data platform, media trading desk,

and local marketing cloud, EMX is the fully

owned technology that powers Big Village’s

programmatic media business. Big Village is

a global advertising, technology, and data

company.

Find out more at https://big-village.com/emx/

https://big-village.com/emx/
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